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The capacity for mobile technology to play an
important role in facilitating patient care in lowresource settings was evidenced by the recent 9th
General Assembly of the International Agency for
Prevention of Blindness (IAPB) held in Hyderabad,
India. Amongst the major priorities emphasised by the
Vision 2020 consortium was the goal to provide
universal coverage and access to services to preserve
sight. Fundamental to achieving this target was the
need to strengthen health systems by development and
provision of accessible and affordable health
technology.1 The conference theme was ‘eye care it’s everyone’s business’, exhibited excellent
examples of innovation and scientific rigour in the
application of telemedicine and mobile health in the
field of ophthalmology.
One area where the advent of telemedicine has
demonstrated greatest benefit is in the provision of
ophthalmic services to address the growing demands
of non-communicable (NCD) diseases. In the field of
diabetic retinopathy (DR) screening and management,
the Aravind Eye Care system based in Madurai, India
demonstrated that an ‘Advanced Eye Screening Unit’
in a mobile van was capable of performing
community outreach to identify DR. In their model, a
non-mydriatic retinal camera was used by a trained
technician to acquire retinal photographs that were
stored and sent via satellite internet to a central
reading and grading centre at the tertiary ophthalmic
facility, where “live” grading was performed and
feedback communicated to the mobile van.2 A similar
approach has been developed by the LV Prasad Eye
Institute (LVPEI) based in Hyderabad whereby
patients with diabetes presenting to a diabetes clinic in
a rural area received dilated retinal photography by a
trained photographer.3 Images were then transferred
via cable internet network to a consulting retinal
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specialist at the tertiary ophthalmic facility in
Hyderabad who graded the image and advised on
appropriate management. The advantages of both
these models were that the consulting ophthalmologist
was “online” at the time when the photographs were
taken. This enabled a turnover of approximately ten
minutes between patient presentation and diagnosis.
Clearly, there are several challenges to implementing
such screening systems in other low-resource settings.
In South Africa, Mash et al conducted a pilot study of
non-mydriatic retinal photography performed at a
community facility for patients with diabetes. The
authors highlighted that affordability of reliable
photographic software and access to a fast and secure
internet network to transfer images were critical
barriers to sustainability of the service.4 Another
obvious barrier is cost of equipment. Current nonmydriatic retinal cameras are expensive (ranging up to
USD$20,000) and are limited in their ‘field-readiness’
parameters
including
portability,
training
requirements, and degree of difficulty of use.5 Whilst
newer generation non-mydriatic retinal cameras are
commercially available6 with features including
wireless network connection, validation studies of
such devices are yet to be published and they remain
expensive. This has prompted several groups to
consider alternative and more affordable and
accessible technologies in ophthalmology.
One innovation that gained particular interest at the
IAPB conference was the development of the world’s
smallest and most versatile ophthalmoscope and
otoscope, the ‘Arc-Light’ scope. (See Figure 1) This
device was developed and patented by the University
of Leicester. Shaped to conveniently fit in a pocket,
the device weighs 18 grams, consists of 4
magnification settings (+4, 0, -3,-6 dioptres) and a 3x
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loupe ! for magnification to which an otoscope ear
piece can be attached. The Arc-Light is powered by an
integrated solar panel (duration of 2-3 hours), and also
has a USB port that enables it to be charged from a
computer or compatible mobile phone. The
developers also incorporated a pupil gauge, ruler, near
visual acuity chart, colour test and 3 intensity level
LED bulbs. Anecdotal evidence has demonstrated the
capacity for clinical photographs of cornea and
anterior chamber of the eye to be acquired through the
ophthalmoscope. However, it is yet to be determined
whether the instrument is as accurate and easy
compared to the direct ophthalmoscope and nonmydriatic retinal camera for the purposes of retinal
examination. Whilst validation studies are presently in
progress, at a market cost of US$10, it is logical that
such devices will be rapidly disseminated to primary
health care and village health facilities where retinal
cameras are not readily affordable.

Figure 1. The Arc Light ophthalmoscope. Image
courtesy of : Arclight-scope.com

The versatility of smartphones to aid clinical
assessment has been shown in several recent
publications. In the previous issue of this journal and
also at the IAPB conference, Bastawrous et al
demonstrated the ability for refraction to be assessed
using a pinhole adaptor to an iPhone.7 The authors
showed there was no statistically significant
difference in the Near Eye Tool for Refractive
Assessment (NETRA) adaptor compared to standard
subjective assessment of a patient’s refraction
(spherical equivalence). Additionally, at a market
price of USD$30, it demonstrated the potential for
such innovations to be cost-effective particularly in
low resource settings where optometrists or trained
refractionists are not readily available.
©JOURNAL)OF)MOBILE)TECHNOLOGY)IN)MEDICINE)
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Figure 2. The smartphone slit-lamp adaptor. Image
courtesy of eyewiki.aa.org

Smartphones have also been explored as adjuncts to
clinical examination for ophthalmic pathology.
Commercially available slit-lamp adaptors have been
demonstrated to be able to capture adequate quality
imaging of the anterior chamber of the eye.8 Lord et al
have previously described retinal
imaging using an iPhone and indirect lens.9 However,
the sensitivity and specificity for imaging posterior
segment disease using this technique is yet to be
validated. More recently, Lamirel et al demonstrated
that retinal images taken using a non-mydriatic
camera in an emergency department setting were able
to be transferred and graded by an off-site
ophthalmologist with high accuracy on an iPhone
display to identify emergent retinal and optic disc
pathology.10 Given that smartphone cameras have an
ever increasing image resolution it is conceivable that
in the near future smartphones may provide fundus
images to facilitate early referral of patients in lowresource settings.

From these examples in the field of ophthalmology, it
is clear that advances in telemedicine and validation
of smartphone technology will improve access to eye
care worldwide. The greatest benefit will be in low
and low-middle income countries where a major
challenge is the provision and accessibility of trained
eye-care professionals. Further validation studies of
these novel devices will be an important next step for
enhancing the role of mobile health to provide timely
diagnosis and treatment for underserved populations.
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)
Background: Many smartphone applications are currently available for neurosurgeons to use in
integrating with their clinical practice, complementing with aids for patients, diagnosis tools and
education in both neuroanatomy and neuropathology.
)
Purpose: To provide a comprehensive review and comparison of apps available to neurosurgeons in the
United States and Australia.
Methods: Searches were made on Apple Inc App Store on both the United States and Australian stores
and described in detail according to the website.
Results: 42 apps were found and compared in costs, ratings, functionality and app size. The majority of
apps had no reviews, and there were only 2 apps that were not available on both the United States and
Australian App Stores.
Conclusion: While there are no significant differences between the United States and Australian App
Stores for neurosurgical apps, there remains a shortage of high quality apps for use in clinical practice.
However, there is ongoing improvement with the quality of apps for neurosurgeons.
!
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Introduction)
There has been a rapid growth in mobile computing
devices since 2008, with millions of smartphones and
tablets sold. The Apple iPhone (Apple Inc., Cupertino,
California) has been extremely popular selling over 26
million units worldwide in the fiscal 2012 third
quarter ended June 30, 20121. All iPhones use the iOS
operating system to run their applications (“apps”).
While many other smartphones exist, due to
popularity of the iPhone with doctors,2 this review
was limited to the iOS system, using the Apple iPhone
4S for testing. The only method of downloading
authorised apps to iPhones is through Apple’s App
Store. There is a different store for each country
though with much overlap, with the United States
(US) app store having the largest quantity of apps.
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Many medical specialties already utilise smartphones
to aid in clinical work. It has been used for education
and clinical decisions for orthopaedic surgeons3,
paging doctors in hospitals,4 and assessing wounds.5
There has also been clinical use of consumer
technology in neurosurgery, with video conferencing
shown to be effective in aiding consultations6.
With the iTunes App Store having over 650,000
different apps7, it may be difficult for clinicians to
discover which apps are useful and relevant. A search
in medical databases on neurosurgical apps generated
only one editorial regarding two apps (SNI Mobile and
Neuromind)8. However, to date there has not been a
comprehensive review of apps suited to neurological
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surgeons,
! trainees and residents which this review
aims to do.

Functionality or the primary purpose of apps was
verified according to the description page in iTunes.

Neurosurgical apps are currently available to
complement clinical practice. These include the
numerous guideline apps to aid diagnosis and
treatment options, patient information apps that help
patients understand in more detail neurosurgical
procedures and education apps which help with the
learning of neuroanatomy, neuropathology and
neurosurgical operations.

Results)

Due to the having different App Stores in the US and
Australia, there were searches for neurosurgical apps
on both the US and Australian App Stores. Apps are
able to be downloaded from the US and Australian
App Stores provided the user has access to an US or
Australian credit card respectively. As such,
comparisons were made between two different App
Stores to assess if there were any differences for
clinicians based in different countries.

Following the search for neurosurgical apps, 39
iPhone apps were found following the search for
“Neurosurgery” while a further 3 apps were found
using the search term “Neuro surgery”, which were
Pocket Brain, Neurology Psychiatry OSCEs and
Neurointensive Care Guide. All apps are listed in the
appendix 1. Not all apps were relevant to
neurosurgery, with eight apps not being directly
relevant to neurosurgery.

The apps were compared across the board in regards
to the type of app, ratings, costs and the differences
between the US and Australian store according to
description pages. Many apps were also downloaded
onto an iPhone to see review the app design and
functionality.

Methods)
Searches were done for neurosurgical apps using the
phrase “Neurosurgery”, “Neuro surgery” and
“Neurological Surgery” in the iTunes App Store on
1st October, 2012. These were obvious terms one
would use to search for neurosurgical apps. These
apps were reviewed according to the app detail page,
costs, app size and ratings, both in the United States
and Australian App Store.

Figure 1: Number of neurosurgical apps of various file sizes.

These apps varied in sizes, from 100 KB to 1.71 GB
shown in Figure 1. Majority of apps were quite small,
with simple calculators being the smallest. In general,
the larger apps had a large number of images or 3D
diagrams, such as iSpineCare with many radiological
and computer generated imagery.

While many other apps are used by neurosurgeons for
education (e.g. Epocrates), remote radiology (e.g.
Citrix)9 or communication, these were omitted from
this review as these were not specific to neurosurgery
alone.
The apps were reviewed in the context of being
helpful in clinical practice. As such, the apps were
reviewed not only with the app description pages, but
also in real life on the iPhone 4S to see whether the
apps had the same functionality as described on their
app pages. The selection of apps was performed from
selecting the top 5 most popular apps by ranking in
each of the US and Australian App Stores.
©JOURNAL)OF)MOBILE)TECHNOLOGY)IN)MEDICINE)
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Figure 2: Prices of neurosurgical apps
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Figure 3: Categories of Neurosurgical apps

Pricing also varied, with iSpineOperations priced at in
USD $89.99 while 19 apps were free. In fact, the
majority of apps were free or 99 cents in USD. The
different prices of apps have been charted in Figure 2.
The mean costs of the apps in the US store was USD
$8.02 including the free apps, and USD $14.29
excluding. The Australian store prices were
marginally higher due to AUD pricing.
Each neurosurgical app were given a category,
corresponding to the type of app they were. This has
been graphically represented in Figure 3. The variety
of apps available were categorised into guidelines,
calculators, exam related apps, reference guides,
journals, educational apps, and apps specifically
relating to neurosurgical conferences. The educational
apps were then further divided into the specific areas
of interest, being anatomy, pathology, surgery,
anatomy and patient directed.
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Figure 4: Update schedule

The timing of updates also varied among the apps.
Shown in Figure 4, only 12 apps were recently
updated within a month, while 24 apps were not
updated for at least 6 months. This shows apps
trended towards less frequent updates, though further
investigation is needed on whether this affects the
clinical data in the apps and whether there is a bias
among the apps that are updated less frequently.
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Table 1: Top 5 Neurosurgical apps in iTunes App Store

Discussion)
Some of the apps also had ratings from end users.
These were from the app description pages, and were
mean scores of all reviews, scored out of a Likert
scale of 5 and a different rating in each of the US or
Australian stores. The top 5 rated apps from each App
Store are listed in Table 1. The majority of apps did
not have a rating due to not having enough reviews.
The number of ratings recorded for each app were also
documented. Figure 5 showed the number of ratings
available for the apps within each different App Store.
Seven apps in the US store had over 10 reviews, while
only 1 app had over 10 reviews in the Australian
store.

There were limited high quality apps available. Many
apps had minimal information (e.g. SLIC, Simpli
Glasgow) or were not suited for neurosurgeons (e.g.
Neurology Psychiatry OSCEs). In comparison to
orthopaedic apps, with 61 apps in total and 17 apps
with over ten reviews3, there were far fewer
neurosurgical apps available. Given the number of
ratings were given for the neurosurgical apps, these
were likely also less popular.
Categories
There was no obvious bias in terms of the type of app,
as each category was relatively equal in number of
apps. These ranged from 2 to 6 apps in each category.
Ratings

Figure 5: Number of ratings
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Overall, there were few ratings of apps in the US
store, with only 10 apps having a rating. The
Australian store had even fewer reviews, with only 4
apps having ratings. It is likely that the Australian
App Store suffered from a small sample of reviewers,
possibly due to population differences in
neurosurgeons in US and Australia, and also possibly
due to the Australian App Store having less input
from users. iSpineCare was the only app present in
both the US and Australian lists. However, given the
small number of apps in the Australian store, it is not
possible to make meaningful conclusions about the
differences in the two lists.
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One of the most highly rated apps was iSpineCare,
appearing in the top 5 for both US and Australian
listings. This is a large app (1.71 GB) which contains
many videos of 3D animations and descriptions of
spinal pathology. It has been produced with view of
explaining pathology to patients. Figure 7 shows a
screenshot from the app, which allows patients to see
a disc herniation with a 3D animation. It likely has a
high rating due to being suitable for patients as the
app is visually attractive and describes pathologies in
detailed animations. There are many comments10,
though unverified, on the app description page
detailing doctors using the iSpineCare to show to
patients.

!

Costs

Figure 6: Neuromind Screenshots

The most rated app with 299 reviews was Neuromind,
a comprehensive guideline app that included many
different calculators for assessing neurosurgical
patients. This app allows one to scroll through a list of
calculators and guidelines, and allows one to use
current evidence to decide on a management plan. The
app lists the reference clearly for each decision being
made. A screenshot of this app is shown in Figure 6.

In comparing these apps, it was found that the costs of
app were often not relative to its functionality. For
example, Simpli Glasgow costs $0.99 USD but only
has one function in calculating the Glasgow Coma
Scale (GCS) of patients. Neuromind however,
includes many different calculators and references
including assessments of acute subdural haematoma
(SDH) and cervical spine injuries using the sub-axial
cervical spine injury classification system (SLIC).11
This app has been written by a neurosurgical trainee
in Netherlands, Pieter Kubben and is based on
currently available guidelines for neurosurgery. There
were also many apps that were over $10, though these
were textbooks that often included many diagrams
and imaging (e.g. Oxford Handbook of Neurology,
iSpineOperations). There was only one app, Neuro
Board Review, that utilised the function of in-app
purchases. This was a free app to download but all
content had to be further downloaded by paying
through the app.
Foreign Languages
Apps in other languages were also available (e.g.
Turkish Neurosurgery), though quite rare. This is
likely due to searches being done on US and
Australian App Stores, which are predominantly
English apps. There are likely more apps in other
languages in their relevant country’s App Stores.

Figure 7: iSpineCare - Disc Herniation
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Of note though, there was three apps that were
multilingual. i-Neurochirurgie/i-Neurosurgery was
written in both French and English, and the user had
to decide before further use of the app while
Neuroradiology
Multilingual
and
Neurology
multilingual described neurological pathologies and
neuroanatomy respectively in English, German,
French, Japanese, and Chinese. These could
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potentially
be used in a clinical setting to explain
!
medical concepts to patients who speak a different
language.
Patient Information apps
Other apps that could be used for explaining concepts
to
patients
include
mLumbarPosteriorInterbodyFusionCage,
mLumbarLaminectomy
and
mLumbarMicroDiscectomy. These are apps with
simplified language and patient orientated information
for patients undergoing these operations. In fact, the
apps are marketed as an information resource for
patients. These apps could potentially replace or
supplement traditional brochures for such patients.
The issues with these apps include the fact that they
are not free ($2.99 USD) which many patients may
not be willing to pay, differing terminologies being
used due to this app being US orientated and does not
allow for clinicians to explain variations in specific
cases for patients.
Patient orientated apps were often less detailed using
less medical terminology and included more diagrams
and photos to explain the concepts more easily. There
were also apps for nurses (Nursing & Surgery) which
were more orientated to describing basic terminology.
Conference Adjunct apps
Lastly, there are many apps used in conjunction with
their respective conferences (e.g. CNS 2012 Annual
Meeting Guide, SNIS 2012). These often provide
schedules of talks and further information of speakers
and topics for attendees. As of 2012, there is currently
no such app available for the Neurosurgical Society of
Australasia Annual Scientific Meeting.

Conclusion)
There are various apps currently available for
neurosurgeons, with many able to be used to
complement clinical practice by providing further
information for patients or having guidelines
convenient on the iPhone. However, there is scope for
improvement in the quality of neurosurgical apps
compared to other fields of medicine.
The major differences between the Australian and US
App Store the fewer ratings in the Australian store and
missing apps in each store, though overall there were
very similar, and clinicians would not notice any
difference in using either stores. Given the small
©JOURNAL)OF)MOBILE)TECHNOLOGY)IN)MEDICINE)
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sample sizes in each App Store, the differences
between the two stores are not reliably conclusive.
Future directions in view of neurosurgical apps will be
to look at comparisons with other smartphone
systems, such as Android and looking at the
effectiveness of neurosurgical apps in the clinical
practice. There should also be comparisons of apps
over time, to show the differences and improvements
of neurosurgical apps in the App Store. Lastly, there
should also be reviews incorporating non-specific
neurosurgical apps that may still be helpful in clinical
practice.

Appendices)
Appendix 1 – Summary of Reviewed Applications.
Available at: http://articles.journalmtm.com/71a1.pdf
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)
Background:!The prioritisation of patients with end-stage liver disease for liver transplantation requires a
quantification of clinical disease severity. The Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score is used
to prognosticate survival for these patients and is therefore useful to prioritise for transplantation. The
MELD score utilises a complex equation, which is now available for calculation using a range of
smartphone applications (‘apps’). There is however no published data on the precision of these appbased calculators in calculating a MELD score.!
!
Methods:!In a cohort of 46 adults patients awaiting liver transplantation, the precision of 14 free and
pay-for-use Apple iPhone app-based MELD score calculators in calculating the MELD score was
compared with the actual MELD equation using kappa statistics.!
Results:!Kappa statistics demonstrated agreement of 0.70 to 0.97 (mean of 0.78; 95% CI, 0.6 – 0.95)
between the app-based calculators and the MELD equation.!
Conclusion:! This study showed substantial but not perfect precision of app-based MELD score
calculators compared to the actual MELD equation. This is an important finding in assessing the validity
of app-based MELD score calculators and further studies evaluating the growing number and availability
of app-based medical calculators are required.!
Journal!MTM!1:4:11P15,!2012!
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Introduction)
End-stage liver disease is associated with a high
morbidity and mortality1. For selected patients with
end-stage liver disease, liver transplantation is a
suitable management option. With advances in
surgical technique and post-transplant care, the
survival rates after liver transplant continue to
improve2. Unfortunately, the scarcity of donor livers
in Australia limits the availability of transplantation
for patients with end-stage liver disease.
The allocation of livers to potential recipients
requires a balance between clinical urgency and the
likelihood of improved survival post-transplantation.
A robust prognostic model is therefore necessary to
assess disease severity and quantify the risk of
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mortality without transplantation. The Model for
End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score is a
prospectively validated index used in end-stage liver
disease for this purpose3, 4. It has been adopted
globally by many transplant programmes, including
The Transplantation Society of Australia and New
Zealand (TSANZ)5. The MELD score is determined
from three laboratory values: the serum bilirubin, the
serum creatinine and the international normalised
ratio for prothrombin time (INR). These values form
part of a logarithmic equation to produce a
numerical score (see Figure 1). The resultant score
estimates three-month survival, with a higher score
reflective of a lower survival rate. The MELD score
is therefore used in the prioritisation patients on the
liver transplant waiting list and is calculated
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periodically
as donor livers become available or with
!
change in the clinical state of potential recipients.

Figure 1. MELD score equation3. Note that the maximum
serum creatinine for use in the MELD score equation is 4
mg/dL.

Information technology plays an integral role in the
modern clinical environment. It is specifically used
at transplant centres to coordinate pre-and posttransplant care, digitise radiology and maintain a
database of patient records. With the increasingly
widespread use of smartphones, such as the Apple
iPhone (Apple Corporation, Cupertino, USA), in the
medical workplace, clinicians can gain timely and
portable access to reference materials, clinical tools
and even patients’ results6-8. There is an emerging
volume of smartphone applications (‘apps’) that
offer medical calculators that can be used at the
bedside, however there is a paucity of studies
assessing the accuracy of app-based medical
calculators. Specifically, there is no published
literature evaluating apps with MELD score
calculators and their adherence to the actual MELD
score equation. Our study aimed to assess the
precision of the app-based MELD score calculators
available for the iPhone by comparing the app
calculated MELD scores with the actual, formula
derived scores of a cohort of adult patients awaiting
liver transplantation.

Methods)
Subjects
A cohort of patients awaiting liver transplantation
was selected in May 2012 from the transplant
database of a tertiary hospital offering the sole
statewide service for liver transplantation. All
patients over the age of 18 were included in this
study (n = 46). The most recent laboratory values for
creatinine (mg/dL), bilirubin (mg/dL) and INR as of
the 17th May 2012 were obtained. Clinical details
for each patient were recorded and included the
patient’s sex, age and aetiology of liver disease.
Applications
App-based MELD score calculators (n=14) were
obtained from the Apple iTunes Australia App Store
(Version 10.6.1). Search terms for the apps were
‘MELD score calculator’, ‘MELD score’, ‘liver
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transplantation’, ‘liver disease’, ‘medical calculator’,
‘med calc’ and ‘medical application’. Both free and
pay-for-use apps were included. Non-English apps
were excluded from the study. Apps were
downloaded and installed on an iPhone 4.
MELD Scores
A MELD score was calculated for each patient using
the equation shown in Figure 1. This calculation was
performed using Microsoft Excel 2008 for Mac
(Version 12.3.4). MELD scores were subsequently
calculated for each patient using each installed app
on the iPhone.
Statistics
Statistical analyses were performed using a
statistical package (Stata, Version 11, StataCorp LP,
College Station, USA). A kappa statistic was used to
evaluate the magnitude of agreement between the
MELD scores of the cohort as calculated by the
equation in Figure 1 (‘gold standard’) and the
MELD scores as calculated by each app. A kappa
statistic quantifies the agreement of two
observations, adjusted for agreement by chance
alone. Kappa is standardised on a scale from -1 to 1.
A kappa of 1 indicates perfect agreement, a kappa of
0 indicates agreement expected by chance alone and
a kappa of -1 indicates agreement occurring even
less often than chance9. Therefore in this study, a
higher kappa statistic reflected a higher degree of
agreement between the scores derived from the
actual MELD equation and the scores obtained from
a particular app, thereby conferring a higher degree
of precision to the app. It has been proposed that the
strength of agreement quantified by a kappa statistic
can be graded as < 0 = poor; 0.01 – 0.2 = slight, 0.21
– 0.4 = fair; 0.41-0.6 = moderate; 0.61 – 0.8 =
substantial and 0.81 – 0.99 = almost perfect9.

Results)
Patient Characteristics
There were 46 adult patients on the liver transplant
waitlist database at the time of data collection (see
Table 1). The patients had a mean age (± SD) of 53
± 9.90 years and were comprised primarily of males
(76%). The most common aetiology amongst the
patients was hepatitis C (39%), followed by
hepatocellular carcinoma (30%) and hepatitis B
(15%).
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Table 1. Patient Characteristics. † polycystic liver disease,
haemangioendothelioma, cryptogenic, familial amyloidotic
polyneuropathy

Kappa statistics for the apps ranged from 0.70 to
0.97, with a mean of 0.78 (95% CI, 0.6 – 0.95).
Three apps, Medical Observer, MediMath Medical
Calculator and Mediquations Medical Calculator,
achieved a kappa of 0.97 and the app, MediSolve,
achieved a kappa of 0.94. The remaining apps had a
kappa score close to 0.70. The kappa statistics can
be represented in Bland-Altman plots. Figure 2
demonstrates a Bland-Altman plot for the Medical
Observer app. The close agreement between the appbased calculator and the MELD equation is
represented by the narrow spread of points, yielding
a high kappa statistic (0.97).

Apps
14 app-based MELD score calculators were
downloaded and installed from iTunes (see Table 2).
Five were published by individuals. The apps ranged
in price from $0 to $5.49, with a mean price of
$2.93. Only one app’s function was solely to
calculate a MELD score (MELD Calculator); the
other apps had an ability to calculate a variety of
medical formulas, scores or classifications across a
range of medical specialties. 11 of the 14 apps listed
the MELD score equation utilised in the app.
Figure 2. Bland-Altman plot of MELD equation and
Medical Observer app MELD scores.

Table 2. App-based MELD calculator

Figure 3 demonstrates a Bland-Altman plot for the
GI Calculator app. The wider distribution of points
reflects reduced agreement between the app-based
calculator and the MELD equation. The
corresponding kappa statistic (0.70) is therefore
lower than the app represented in Figure 2.

MELD Scores
The mean MELD score (± SD) using the equation in
Figure 1 was 13.31 ± 7.69 (see Table 3).

Table 3. MELD characteristics and score.

The range of MELD scores obtained using the
MELD apps was 13.32 to 15.39 (see Table 4).
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Figure 3. Bland-Altman plot of MELD equation and GI
Calculator app MELD scores.
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Table 4. App-based MELD calculator scores and kappa statistics.

Discussion)
This is the first study to evaluate the precision of
app-based MELD score calculators available for the
iPhone smartphone. Our key finding is that there
exists a degree of disagreement between the scores
derived from the apps studied and those generated
from the actual MELD equation. All apps had a
kappa statistics less than 1, signifying less than
perfect agreement between the scores from the
MELD equation and the scores from the apps in this
cohort of patients. The difference in agreement may
be accounted for by a discrepancy in the MELD
equations employed by the app-based calculators,
compared to the actual MELD equation. The MELD
equation was listed for only 11 of the 14 app-based
calculators but appeared identical to the correct
equation. It is therefore possible that the mechanics
or programming of the calculations performed by the
app-based calculators was incorrect. Whilst the
equation is complex, the calculation of the MELD
score should be mathematically straightforward.
Given these apps are publicly available through
iTunes and eight required purchasing, this difference
in scores between the actual MELD equation and the
app-based calculators is an important finding not
previously delineated.
Whilst not perfect, the strengths of the agreements of
the app-based calculators could be subjectively
classified as substantial to almost perfect10. The
three apps with kappa statistics of 0.97 differed only
slightly in their agreement with the MELD equation.
As a collective group, the app-based calculators
were in substantial agreement with the MELD
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equation. Furthermore, the difference in the MELD
scores as obtained from the actual equation and that
from the app-based calculators is only a couple of
points. Clinically, this minimal difference would
unlikely have a significant effect in the
prognostication of end-stage liver disease, with the
corresponding decrease in three-month survival in
the order of a few percent. Additionally, prioritising
of patients with end-stage liver disease on the
transplant waiting list takes into account a variety of
factors. Whilst the MELD score is the predominant
clinical component of prioritisation, other factors
such as ABO blood type, time waitlisted and
clinician discretion also contribute to the final
ranking11. This may temper the small difference in
MELD scores demonstrated in the app-based
calculators.
There are few studies assessing app-based medical
calculators in the clinical environment. One study in
the literature by Flannigan and McAloon evaluated
the use of the PICU Calculator app in a paediatric
resuscitation setting12. It was found the app-based
calculator was more accurate, faster and gave
prescribers more confidence in prescribing than
using the paper based British National Formulary for
Children. The stated accuracy of the app was 100%.
The ease of use and portability of app-based medical
calculators makes their use in the day-to-day clinical
environment of a liver transplant unit appealing. The
rapid derivation of a clinical index, such as a MELD
score, from a complex mathematical formula could
facilitate bedside management and transplantation
decisions. Additional studies evaluating app-based
medical calculators are required.
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The kappa
statistics generated for the app-based
!
MELD calculators is unique to this cohort of
patients. Kappa values are therefore difficult to
generalise across populations and comparison with
kappa statistics from other medical calculators in
differing settings cannot be performed. The kappa
statistic also does not identify the specific point of
disagreement between the MELD equation and the
app-based calculators. It nevertheless is a powerful
tool to assess precision.

Conclusion
The precision of apps which calculate a MELD
score in patients with end-stage liver disease is
substantial, though not perfect, when compared to
the official MELD equation. This study provides a
validation of the precision of app-based MELD
calculators which have been thus far been available
without assessment. Of the 14 apps evaluated, the
apps Medical Observer, MediMath Medical
Calculator and Mediquations Medical Calculator
yielded the highest kappa score for the studied
population of patients waitlisted for liver
transplantation. The use of smartphone medical
calculators offers a useful tool for the liver
transplant physician and clinicians in general and
further studies examining other clinical calculators
are required.
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Background/Aims:!With the emergence of new technology (e.g., mobile device applications commonly
known as “apps”) it is important to establish whether students have access to new technology and their
attitudes towards its use prior to its implementation within a medical curriculum. The present study
examined medical students’ ownership of mobile phones with application support (i.e., smartphones),
and their use of and attitudes towards medical applications.!
!
Methods:! All Monash University medical students in 2011 were invited to complete an anonymous
online survey regarding mobile phones and medical applications.!
Results:!A total of 594 medical students participated in the study. All students owned a mobile phone
with 77% of them having a smartphone. Seventy-six per cent of students with smartphones used
medical applications. Generally students had positive attitudes towards using medical applications. The
majority of students with mobile phones without application support would be prepared to obtain such a
device to enable them to access medical applications.!
Conclusion:!Given students’ positive attitudes toward medical applications; this study suggests that these
devices could play a more significant role within medical education.!
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Introduction)
Medical students have always relied heavily on
textbooks for their education.
However, with
technological advances there is a shift towards
medical students using electronic resources such as
electronic textbooks1-3. This may change even
further within the future given the relatively recent
introduction of electronic devices such as
smartphones.
Smartphones (e.g., Android, BlackBerry and iPhone)
are powerful devices that combine the conventional
functions of a mobile phone with advanced
computing capabilities.4,5
Many healthcare
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professionals already use smartphones within their
medical practice6 thus enabling them to replace
multiple devices (e.g., pager, mobile phone and
personal digital assistant) with one device7.
Recently there has been a meteoric rise in the
popularity of smartphones, and consequently use of
applications (commonly termed “apps”).4 Currently
there are more than 10,000 apps within the Apple
App Store’s “medical, health care & fitness”
category8; with some of these being specifically
designed for healthcare professionals such as
medical calculators9,10 and medical reference tools11.
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Medical
! apps can provide healthcare professionals
with the ability to look up potential drug
interactions7, perform medical calculations thus
reducing the risk of error12, and study their patient’s
radiological images13,14 without having to leave their
patient’s bedside. Additionally, smartphones have
enhanced communication between healthcare
professionals. For example, healthcare professionals
have used smartphones within the intensive care unit
to inform each other in regards to the status of
patients6.
The emergence of new technology, such as
smartphones, is not restricted to clinical practice but
has also made its way into medical courses. For
example, personal digital assistants, which preceded
smartphones, were owned by 65% of medical
students at a Canadian university and were most
commonly used to access drug references and
clinical textbooks15. More recently, Wallace et al.
reported that 85% of medical students at a Canadian
university owned a smartphone and/or tablet, with
85% of them using the device daily for medical
purposes and 77% of them regularly using at least
one medical app16.
Although there is a shift towards electronic devices
being used within medical education,15,16 at present
little is known in regards to medical students’
smartphone ownership, use of medical apps, and
their attitudes towards using these apps as part of
their medical training within Australia. In other
words, little is known as to whether medical students
are ready for the use of medical apps to be
implemented in the curriculum. Thus the aims of
the present study were twofold: 1) to enumerate
Monash University medical students’ mobile phone /
smartphone ownership; and 2) to evaluate Monash
University medical students’ attitudes towards using
medical apps.

Methods)
Participants
All medical students (N = 2,417) enrolled within
Monash University’s five year undergraduate and
four year graduate Bachelor of Medicine / Bachelor
of Surgery (MBBS) degree, including those
completing their Bachelor of Medical Science
Honours year (an optional additional year to the
MBBS), were invited to participate in the study
during August 2011. Monash University is one of
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18 accredited medical schools within Australia and
in 2011 the total number of medical students
enrolled at Monash represented 11% of all medical
students within Australia during that year17.
Procedure
Ethics was obtained from Monash University’s
Human Research Ethics Committee.
An anonymous online survey regarding medical
students’ use and attitudes towards mobile phone
apps as educational tools was created using Qualtrics
(an online platform to administer surveys and collect
responses). Students were alerted to the survey via a
bulk email, an advertisement posted on Blackboard
(a university-based online discussion board), and
MBBS lecture announcements.
The survey comprised an algorithm such that
participants were taken down a particular path
depending on responses to previous questions (see
figure 1).
Participants were asked questions
pertaining to their demographics, mobile phone
ownership (including type of mobile phone), and
their awareness and usage of medical apps.
Participants who owned a smartphone were
presented with ten purposes for which they may use
medical apps (e.g., accessing clinical handbooks).
For each purpose that participants used medical
apps, they were asked to rate how useful they found
them for that purpose on a scale from 0 to 100 (0 =
not useful; 100 = very useful). Subsequently,
participants were instructed to indicate their level of
agreement with nine statements pertaining to their
attitudes towards the use of medical apps on a scale
ranging from 0 to 100 (0 = strongly disagree; 100 =
strongly agree).

Results)
A total of 594 students participated in the study (i.e.,
a response rate of 25%). However, not all students
completed all survey questions that applied to them.
A total of 241 students were in their pre-clinical
years, 325 were in their clinical years, and 28
students were completing their Bachelor of Medical
Science (Honours) year. The mean age of the
students was 22.4 years (n = 591; SD = 2.9; range =
17 – 48 years). All students owned a mobile phone.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of survey questions and response
options with the number of students selecting each response
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Students with smartphones
As can be seen in figure 1, 77% of students had a
mobile phone with application support (i.e., a
smartphone). Ninety-five per cent of these students
were aware of medical apps prior to the survey.
Most students became aware of medical apps from
fellow medical students (n = 362), followed by app
stores (n = 317), clinicians (n = 169), websites (n =
143), other healthcare professionals (n = 63) and
other sources (n = 29). Thirty-two per cent of
students who were aware of medical apps indicated
that a medical educator had recommended a specific
medical app.
Seventy-six per cent of students who were aware of
medical apps had them on their smartphone and the
majority of these students found them useful (see
figure 1). Most students (n = 126) used medical
apps on a weekly basis, while the remaining students
reported using them monthly (n = 65), daily (n =
62), more than once a day (n = 44), and yearly or
less (n = 27). Medical apps were most commonly
used in a self-study setting (n = 240), followed by in
a clinical-based setting (n = 211), in lectures (n =
146), tutorials (n = 142), and other settings (n = 31).
Students who used medical apps were asked to rate
how useful they found medical apps for various
purposes on a scale from 0 (not useful) to 100 (very
useful). Mean values of students’ ratings were
calculated (see Table 1). Medication/drug guide
apps were the most commonly used and most useful
type of medical app.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics pertaining to how useful
medical students found their medical apps for various
purposes on a 0-100 scale (0 = not useful; 100 = very
useful). The number of students that used medical apps for
the specified purpose is also indicated.

As can be seen in table 2, the most frequently used
app was Medscape which is a comprehensive
application for healthcare professionals containing
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features such as drug references, medical
calculators, and professional directories to search for
medical facilities. Epocrates, which is similar to
Medscape in that it contains drug references, was the
second most used app. Eponyms, which enables
individuals to obtain a short description of medical
eponyms, was the third most used app.

Table 2. The ten most commonly used medical apps among
medical students and the number of medical students who
use these apps.

Students who had medical apps were generally of
the opinion that they were easy to obtain, covered a
wide range of topics, had reliable content and were
convenient to use in clinical settings (see Table 3).
Furthermore, these students were looking to obtain
more medical apps and would recommend them to
fellow medical students. However, students who
had medical apps generally did not rely heavily on
them for their medical learning, and believed that
they could not replace conventional textbooks or
handbooks.
Twenty-four per cent of students who owned a
smartphone and were aware of medical apps did not
have them on their device. These students indicated
the following reasons for not having medical apps:
medical apps are unnecessary (n = 30), unsure how
to obtain medical apps (n = 29), perceived medical
apps too expensive (n = 15), did not trust the apps’
content (n = 4), had unfavourable experiences with
medical apps (n = 4) and/or stated other reasons (n =
22). However, approximately 95% of these students
indicated that they would consider acquiring medical
apps in the future.
Five per cent of students who owned a smartphone
were unaware that medical apps existed. Ninety per
cent of these students indicated that they would
consider acquiring medical apps now that they knew
about them (see Figure 1).
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Table 3. Medical students’ (n = 307) mean level of agreement with statements in regards to medical apps on a 0-100 scale (0 =
strongly disagree; 100 = strongly agree).

Students without smartphones
As can be seen in figure 1, 23% of students had a
mobile phone without app support. Most (95%) of
these students were aware of medical apps prior to
the survey. Seventy-two per cent of students that
had a mobile phone without app support,
irrespective of their prior awareness of medical apps,
indicated that they would consider obtaining a
smartphone so that they can access medical apps.

Discussion)
All medical students within our study owned a
mobile phone with the majority owning a
smartphone. Furthermore, our study shows that 72%
of Monash University medical students with
smartphones are already using medical apps, a
finding which is similar to Wallace et al.’s study
involving medical students in Canada16. Students
without smartphones were generally prepared to
obtain one so that they can use medical apps. Only
3% of students indicated that they would not
consider obtaining medical apps or a smartphone so
that they can use medical apps. Overall, from an
access to devices perspective, these findings suggest
that most medical students at Monash University are
ready for medical apps to be used as part of their
education or that they are prepared to obtain a
smartphone so that they can access them.
Generally medical students that used medical apps
indicated that apps are easy to obtain and were
perceived to be reliable in terms of their content.
Furthermore students indicated that they are looking
to obtain more apps and would recommend them to
fellow medical students. These results suggest that
medical students who are already using medical apps
generally have positive attitudes towards them.
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However, despite medical students generally having
positive attitudes towards medical apps, they still
have some reservations in regards to using them
compared to traditional study materials. Most
students predominantly use sources other than apps
(e.g., books) to study and generally felt that medical
apps cannot replace the use of traditional
handbooks/textbooks. This is quite surprising given
that 61% and 55% of students with medical apps
indicated that they use them to access clinical
handbooks and clinical textbooks respectively and
rated them favourably.
Unlike textbooks and
journals, there is no official peer review process for
apps and thus students may be sceptical of the
content unless being able to confirm the information
with a textbook.
At first glance the findings that apps cannot replace
textbooks and students accessing textbooks via apps
appears to be contradictory, especially since medical
apps were also most commonly reported to be used
in a self-study context. However, the location where
students’ self-study takes place could explain these
findings. Students may access textbook/handbook
apps as a quick reference tool when studying while
on the public transport, when waiting between
classes, or on clinical placement given that a
smartphone is portable and thus readily available.
On the other hand, students may prefer hardcopy
textbooks/handbooks when studying at home, such
as when preparing for assignments and exams, given
that mobile phone screens are relatively small.
Another plausible explanation for these seemingly
contradictory findings is that the current generation
of medical students is at the beginning of the
emergence of technological advances such as
medical apps. Thus these students may be retaining
traditional study means (e.g., hardcopies of books)
while utilising new technologies (e.g., medical apps)
to study.
In addition, these students will be
influenced by their medical educators in regards to
what sources they recommend for study. Perhaps a
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change! in this trend will emerge within the next
decade of medical students as medical apps become
more popular, especially if curricular changes
encourage their use. Further research would be
needed to fully explore medical students’ uses of
medical apps and textbooks for study purposes.
Limitations
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29,

449-454.

Savel, R. H., & Munro, C. L. (2011). Scalpel,
stethoscope, iPad: The future is now in the intensive
care unit. American Journal of Critical Care, 20,
275-277.
7.
Burdette, S. D., Herchline, T. E., & Oehler, R.
(2008). Practicing medicine in a technological age:
Using smartphones in clinical practice. Clinical
Infectious
Diseases,
47,
117-122.
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Havelka, S. (2011). Mobile resources for
nursing students and nursing faculty. Journal of
Electronic Resources in Medical Libraries, 8, 194199.
8.

Unfortunately only 25% of Monash University
medical students participated in our study. Our low
response rate could be attributed to: 1) our study
being conducted just prior to the end of year
examination period and students having many
assessments due at that time; and 2) medical
students generally being over surveyed and
consequently suffering from survey fatigue.
Furthermore, it is possible that students without a
mobile phone thought that the study was not
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Background/Aims:!Mobile phone apps are increasingly playing a role in healthcare delivery and the
training of healthcare professionals. According to Research2guidiance, the market for such medical apps
reached US$718 million in 2011. The market for mobile applications for Apple and Google dominate the
app scene, as they contain over 500,000 apps each. This research reviews the 500 top medical apps in a
specific Android market as it seeks to explore the availability, popularity, and prices of apps designed for
different medical specialties and uses. !
Methods:! The Android market was chosen because it provides better download statistics and its
unregulated nature is a good indicator for good and bad apps. The Italian Android market was chosen as
it approximates a closed healthcare market.!
Results:!The results show that apps designed for public education, to be used as health diaries, or for
healthcare practitioners to make calculations were the most popular. While mean number of downloads
for the 500 apps was 74,471, the median is closer to 3,000 downloads per app, reflecting how a few
popular apps have skewed the mean. The median number of reviews for each app was 16, the median
rating was 4.1/5 and the data shows most apps (77%) are free.!
Conclusion:!This review of the top, consecutive 500 ‘medical’ apps in the Italian Android market shows
that a majority of the apps are designed for healthcare professionals. On the average, a typical medical
app will be downloaded 3,000 times, reviewed 16 times, rated 4.1/5 and given away for free. While there
are many benefits to society from medical apps, there are also concerns so as not to endanger healthcare
delivery or jeopardize public health and safety.!
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Introduction)
The growing adoption of smartphones and the
proliferation of mobile phone apps, especially since
Apple’s launch of its Appstore in 2008, have created
new opportunities for healthcare delivery and
medical education1. As healthcare practitioners and
policy makers explore how apps can play a role in
healthcare delivery or training, developers are
pushing an ever growing number of apps to the
market. Research2guidiance reported that the market
for apps designed for the healthcare market
©JOURNAL)OF)MOBILE)TECHNOLOGY)IN)MEDICINE)

!

increased by a factor of 7 to reach US$718 million
in 20112. Apple’s appstore and Google’s Android
market are the two most dominant app marketplaces,
although there are other markets for applications
such as Microsoft’s Windows marketplace and
independent ones such as GetJar3.
A growing number of papers or reports have
reviewed specific apps4,7, apps for specific
healthcare disciplines8- 13 or the general market/trend
for healthcare apps14- 17. These demonstrate the
pervasiveness of apps, and how different healthcare
!VOL!1|!ISSUE!4!|!DEC!2012! 22!
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disciplines
are finding niche uses for mobile phone
!
apps.
This paper seeks to further that research and is
designed to investigate healthcare apps from a
multidisciplinary perspective. It empirically reviews
the top, consecutive 500 medical apps as displayed
on the Italian Android market. It then uses the
resulting metrics to determine how popular the apps
are, their quality, their uses and potential concerns
about them. These metrics are then used to engage in
a broader discussion on the trajectory of medical
apps and the opportunities and challenges that lie
ahead.

database. This approach was used as any app outside
the top 500 as viewed on the Android market
website is unlikely to show up in the much smaller
smartphone screen.
Download statistics

Methods)

Although Android gives an idea how many apps
have been downloaded, it only provides this
information in distinct intervals of an upper and
lower limit. Accordingly, the midpoint of each
interval is selected as the approximate number of
downloads for the app. This is then used to estimate
the volume of downloads for all the 500 apps in the
database. Table 1 is a conversion table from Android
intervals to number of downloads.

Choice of application market

App Categories

While both Apple’s appstore and Google’s Android
market have substantial number of apps dedicated to
the healthcare sector, the Android market was
selected for the following reasons.

Each of the 500 apps was individually reviewed by
two graders to determine the healthcare discipline it
is most suited for, or the primary use of it for the
general population. In many cases, this was
straightforward. But there were several apps that
transverse specific discipline or that did not easily fit
into any of the broad categories. These outlier apps
were grouped into special categories as shown in
table 2.

1. Unlike Apple’s appstore, the Android market
is more open about sharing download metrics.
As such, this gives an immediate and exact
idea how many times an app has been
downloaded.
2. The Android market offers a better medium to
appraise concerns about the unregulated
nature of the apps market and the, often
unverified, claims made about healthcare
apps. While Apple’s curated appstore offers a
semblance of control, providing a presumed
check on the quality of apps that are available,
the Android market offers no check on the
apps that are submitted, potentially making it
vulnerable to hackers18.
3. Given the prevalence of English apps, the
Italian Android market was selected as it
offered an opportunity to appraise a
standalone market that was big and wealthy
enough to support own-language apps instead
of being inundated with English apps that can
be used across all English-speaking countries.
Populating the database
Having selected the Android market, a search of the
website of the Italian Android market was done on
16 March 2012. Details of the first 500 apps
displayed were then entered into an MS Excel
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Table)1:)Android)download)intervals)and)their)approximate)conversion)
Android)interval!

Approximate)no)of)downloads!

1!S!5!

!3!!

5!!S!10!

!8!!

10!S!50!

!30!!

50!S!100!

!75!!

100!S!500!

!300!!

500!S!1000!

!750!!

1000!S!5000!

!3,000!!

5000!S!10000!

!7,500!!

10000!S!50000!

!30,000!!

50000!S!100000!

!75,000!!

100000!S!500000!

!300,000!!

500000!S!1000000!

!750,000!!

1000000!S!5000000!

!3,000,000!!

5000000!S!10000000!

!7,500,000!!

!
!
!
Table!2:!Special!categories!for!apps!
Category!

Description!

App!examples!

Emergency!

Representing!apps!that!purport!to!help!

!ICE,!First!Aid!

Assistance!

users!in!an!emergency!

Education!

Apps!whose!main!purpose!seems!to!be!
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about!boosting!knowledge!of!healthcare!

diseases,!Bones!

among!the!general!population!
Health!

Apps!that!help!users!to!track!any!part!of!

Medication!Alarm!

Diary!

their!medical!history,!including!drug!

Clock,!Headache!

schedules!

Diary!Pro!

Medical!

Encompassing!all!apps!that!help!

Lab!Values,!Acid!

Tools!

healthcare!professionals!to!calculate!

Base!Balance!

medical!values!and!formulas.!
Pharmacy!

Apps!that!are!aimed!at!providing!

Cerca!Fermacia,!

Services!

direction,!enquiry!services!or!

Fermacia!

reservations!services!for!pharmacies!
Reference!

Therapy!

Apps!that!provide!a!reference!manual!

Pubmed+,!Epilepsia!

for!healthcare!professionals!

Journal!

Apps!that!purport!to!provide!some!type!

Are!you!fear!of!

of!therapy!to!the!general!public,!

heights?,!Astral!

especially!to!enhance!sleeping!

Serenity!Brain!
Massage!

Women's!

Apps!designed!specifically!for!women,!

Contraceptive!Patch,!

Health!

especially!to!help!with!their!

Pregnancy!Stages!

reproductive!cycles.!A!few!apps!on!
unisex!sex!are!also!included.!
!
!

Results)

The!results!of!the!statistical!analysis!are!shown!in!tables!3,!4,!5!and!6.!
!
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Table)3:)Volume)of)apps)downloaded)
!

No)of)

Mean!

SD!

Median!

!71,471!!

!

!3,000!!

apps!
All!

!500!!

314,213!!
Animals!

!7!!

!2,187!!

!1,288!!

!3,000!!

!!!Animals!

!7!!

!2,187!!

!1,288!!

!3,000!!

!227!!

!99,184!!

!

!7,500!!

Personal)Health!

365,353!!
!!Baby's!Health!

!7!!

!53,721!!

!

!7,500!!

101,215!!
!!Body!Care!

!18!!

!113,000!!

!

!30,000!!

185,644!!
!!Education!

!68!!

!108,741!!

!

!7,500!!

394,511!!
!!Emergency!Assistance!

!9!!

!349,868!!

!

!7,500!!

937,244!!
!!Health!Diary!

!58!!

!58,505!!

!

!3,000!!

150,729!!
!!Pharmacy!Services!

!16!!

!13,066!!

!24,454!!

!3,000!!

!!Therapy!

!21!!

!33,157!!

!63,485!!

!7,500!!

!!Women's!Health!

!30!!

!175,431!!

!

!30,000!!

536,564!!
Professional!
©JOURNAL)OF)MOBILE)TECHNOLOGY)IN)MEDICINE)
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!49,644!!
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!3,000!!
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265,354!!
!!Alternative!Medicine!

!3!!

!12,600!!

!12,650!!

!7,500!!

!!Anatomy!

!9!!

!50,950!!

!90,818!!

!7,500!!

!!Anesthesia!

!11!!

!14,741!!

!28,426!!

!750!!

!!Cardiology!

!24!!

!23,269!!

!59,012!!

!5,250!!

!!Dentistry!

!6!!

!15,510!!

!14,524!!

!16,500!!

!!Dermatology!

!1!!

!3,000!!

!15!!

!24,462!!

!!Endocrinology!

!1!!

!300!!

!!Family!Medicine!

!4!!

!413!!

!!Genetics!

!1!!

!3,000!!

!!Hematology!

!1!!

!30,000!!

!!Histology!

!2!!

!18,750!!

!11,250!!

!18,750!!

!!Infectious!Disease!

!2!!

!1,875!!

!1,125!!

!1,875!!

!62!!

!21,532!!

!54,405!!

!3,000!!

!!Nephrology!

!4!!

!15,077!!

!14,923!!

!15,150!!

!!Neurology!

!1!!

!30,000!!

!10!!

!71,580!!

!!Emergency!Medicine!

!!Medical!Tools!

!!Nursing!

!S!!!!
!73,982!!
!S!!!!
!195!!
!S!!!!

!3,000!!
!3,000!!
!300!!
!300!!
!3,000!!

!S!!!! !30,000!!

!S!!!! !30,000!!
!

!3,000!!

116,326!!
!!O&G!

!1!!

!30,000!!

!!Oncology!

!4!!

!2,888!!

!2,853!!

!1,875!!

!!Ophthalmology!

!2!!

!16,500!!

!13,500!!

!16,500!!

!!Pathology!

!1!!

!3,000!!

!!Pediatrics!

!8!!

!11,573!!
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!24,077!!

!3,000!!
!3,000!!
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!!Pharmacy!

!16!!

!51,652!!

!96,966!!

!3,000!!

!!Physiotherapy!

!10!!

!8,018!!

!11,179!!

!3,000!!

!!Psychiatry!

!4!!

!10,313!!

!11,623!!

!5,250!!

!!Radiology!

!22!!

!6,250!!

!9,640!!

!3,000!!

!!Reference!

!34!!

!235,530!!

!

!30,000!!

698,489!!
!!Respiratory!Medicine!

!1!!

!7,500!!

!S!!!!

!7,500!!

!!Surgery!

!4!!

!8,445!!

!12,493!!

!1,875!!

!!Urology!

!2!!

!1,650!!

!1,350!!

!1,650!!

No)of)

Mean!

SD!

Median!

!500!!

!232!!

!1,150!!

!16!!

Animals!

!7!!

!5!!

!3!!

!5!!

!!!Animals!

!7!!

!5!!

!3!!

!5!!

!227!!

!327!!

!1,283!!

!24!!

!7!!

!162!!

!342!!

!31!!

!!Body!Care!

!18!!

!296!!

!550!!

!25!!

!!Education!

!68!!

!332!!

!1,636!!

!17!!

!9!!

!1,166!!

!2,699!!

!13!!

!58!!

!225!!

!572!!

!24!!

!!
!
Table)4:)No)of)reviews)per)app)
!

apps!
All!

Personal)Health!
!!Baby's!Health!

!!Emergency!Assistance!
!!Health!Diary!
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!!Pharmacy!Services!

!16!!

!53!!

!96!!

!10!!

!!Therapy!

!21!!

!51!!

!51!!

!32!!

!!Women's!Health!

!30!!

!653!!

!1,743!!

!49!!

!266!!

!155!!

!1,030!!

!12!!

!!Alternative!Medicine!

!3!!

!60!!

!28!!

!51!!

!!Anatomy!

!9!!

!130!!

!154!!

!65!!

!!Anesthesia!

!11!!

!29!!

!47!!

!5!!

!!Cardiology!

!24!!

!23!!

!28!!

!14!!

!!Dentistry!

!6!!

!8!!

!4!!

!10!!

!!Dermatology!

!1!!

!8!!

!S!!!!

!15!!

67!!

!103!!

!12!!

!!Endocrinology!

!1!!

!

!

!

!!Family!Medicine!

!4!!

!6!!

!3!!

!7!!

!!Genetics!

!1!!

!21!!

!S!!!!

!21!!

!!Hematology!

!1!!

!73!!

!S!!!!

!73!!

!!Histology!

!2!!

!23!!

!11!!

!23!!

!!Infectious!Disease!

!2!!

!37!!

!31!!

!37!!

!62!!

!49!!

!137!!

!11!!

!!Nephrology!

!4!!

!10!!

!11!!

!5!!

!!Neurology!

!1!!

!36!!

!10!!

!221!!

!!O&G!

!1!!

!10!!

!!Oncology!

!4!!

!9!!

!9!!

!5!!

!!Ophthalmology!

!2!!

!50!!

!48!!

!50!!

Professional!

!!Emergency!Medicine!

!!Medical!Tools!

!!Nursing!
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!S!!!!
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!36!!
!23!!
!10!!
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!!Pathology!

!1!!

!17!!

!S!!!!

!!Pediatrics!

!8!!

!16!!

!18!!

!4!!

!!Pharmacy!

!16!!

!84!!

!101!!

!43!!

!!Physiotherapy!

!10!!

!17!!

!21!!

!9!!

!!Psychiatry!

!4!!

!14!!

!6!!

!15!!

!!Radiology!

!22!!

!10!!

!12!!

!6!!

!!Reference!

!34!!

!872!!

!2,719!!

!32!!

!!Respiratory!Medicine!

!1!!

!14!!

!!Surgery!

!4!!

!57!!

!55!!

!57!!

!!Urology!

!2!!

!3!!

!1!!

!3!!

No)of)

Mean!

SD!

Median!

!500!!

3.9!

0.8!

4.1!

Animals!

!7!!

4.3!

0.7!

4.4!

!!!Animals!

!7!!

4.3!

0.7!

4.4!

!227!!

3.9!

0.8!

4.0!

!7!!

3.8!

0.6!

4.0!

!!Body!Care!

!18!!

3.6!

0.8!

3.7!

!!Education!

!68!!

3.8!

0.9!

3.9!

!9!!

4.4!

0.6!

4.5!

!S!!!!

!17!!

!14!!

!
!
Table)5:)Ratings)of)apps)(5)is)the)maximum))
!

apps!
All!

Personal)Health!
!!Baby's!Health!

!!Emergency!Assistance!
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!!Health!Diary!

!58!!

3.9!

0.8!

4.1!

!!Pharmacy!Services!

!16!!

3.8!

0.9!

3.9!

!!Therapy!

!21!!

4.0!

0.7!

4.1!

!!Women's!Health!

!30!!

4.0!

0.7!

4.0!

!266!!

4.0!

0.8!

4.2!

!!Alternative!Medicine!

!3!!

4.0!

0.6!

4.3!

!!Anatomy!

!9!!

3.7!

0.8!

4.0!

!!Anesthesia!

!11!!

4.2!

0.8!

4.4!

!!Cardiology!

!24!!

3.6!

0.8!

3.7!

!!Dentistry!

!6!!

4.3!

0.5!

4.5!

!!Dermatology!

!1!!

4.5!

0.0!

4.5!

!15!!

4.3!

0.5!

4.4!

!!Endocrinology!

!1!!

!

!

!

!!Family!Medicine!

!4!!

4.4!

0.5!

4.5!

!!Genetics!

!1!!

4.7!

0.0!

4.7!

!!Hematology!

!1!!

4.5!

0.0!

4.5!

!!Histology!

!2!!

3.5!

0.7!

3.5!

!!Infectious!Disease!

!2!!

4.8!

0.0!

4.8!

!62!!

4.1!

0.7!

4.3!

!!Nephrology!

!4!!

3.4!

2.0!

4.3!

!!Neurology!

!1!!

4.1!

0.0!

4.1!

!10!!

4.2!

0.6!

4.3!

!!O&G!

!1!!

4.1!

0.0!

4.1!

!!Oncology!

!4!!

4.0!

1.1!

4.3!

Professional!

!!Emergency!Medicine!

!!Medical!Tools!

!!Nursing!
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!!Ophthalmology!

!2!!

3.6!

0.6!

3.6!

!!Pathology!

!1!!

4.5!

0.0!

4.5!

!!Pediatrics!

!8!!

3.8!

1.5!

4.3!

!!Pharmacy!

!16!!

3.8!

1.0!

4.1!

!!Physiotherapy!

!10!!

4.0!

0.5!

3.9!

!!Psychiatry!

!4!!

4.2!

0.4!

4.2!

!!Radiology!

!22!!

3.7!

0.7!

3.8!

!!Reference!

!34!!

4.0!

0.6!

4.1!

!!Respiratory!Medicine!

!1!!

3.6!

0.0!

3.6!

!!Surgery!

!4!!

4.9!

0.1!

4.9!

!!Urology!

!2!!

3.6!

0.1!

3.6!

No)of)

Mean!

SD!

Median!

!500!!

!€!1.01!!

!€!4.91!!

!€!S!!!!

Animals!

!7!!

!€!0.40!!

!€!0.63!!

!€!S!!!!

!!!Animals!

!7!!

!€!0.40!!

!€!0.63!!

!€!S!!!!

!227!!

!€!0.51!!

!€!2.11!!

!€!S!!!!

!7!!

!€!0.22!!

!€!0.53!!

!€!S!!!!

!
!
Table)6:)Price)of)apps)
!

apps!
All!

Personal)Health!
!!Baby's!Health!
!!Body!Care!

!18!!

!!Education!

!68!!
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!€!S!!!!
!€!0.76!!

!€!S!!!!
!€!3.57!!

!€!S!!!!
!€!S!!!!
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!!Emergency!Assistance!

!9!!

!€!0.44!!

!€!0.95!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Health!Diary!

!58!!

!€!0.42!!

!€!0.92!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Pharmacy!Services!

!16!!

!€!0.32!!

!€!0.57!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Therapy!

!21!!

!€!1.09!!

!€!1.52!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Women's!Health!

!30!!

!€!0.22!!

!€!0.59!!

!€!S!!!!

!266!!

!€!1.46!!

!€!6.41!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Alternative!Medicine!

!3!!

!€!3.05!!

!€!4.31!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Anatomy!

!9!!

!€!1.94!!

!€!2.31!!

!!Anesthesia!

!11!!

!€!0.76!!

!€!1.12!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Cardiology!

!24!!

!€!0.82!!

!€!1.27!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Dentistry!

!6!!

!€!0.22!!

!€!0.48!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Dermatology!

!1!!

Professional!

!!Emergency!Medicine!

!€!S!!!!

!15!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!
!€!6.55!!
!€!S!!!!

19.72!!

!1!!

!!Family!Medicine!

!4!!

!!Genetics!

!1!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Hematology!

!1!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Histology!

!2!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Infectious!Disease!

!2!!

!€!1.75!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Endocrinology!

!€!3.03!!

!€!S!!!!
!€!S!!!!

!€!
!€!11.68!!

!€!9.61!!

!62!!

!€!0.74!!

!€!1.83!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Nephrology!

!4!!

!€!0.13!!

!€!0.22!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Neurology!

!1!!

!!Medical!Tools!
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!€!S!!!!

!€!1.95!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

11.68!!

!€!S!!!!
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!!Nursing!

!10!!

!€!1.67!!

!€!3.27!!

!€!S!!!!

!!O&G!

!1!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Oncology!

!4!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Ophthalmology!

!2!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Pathology!

!1!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Pediatrics!

!8!!

!!Pharmacy!

!16!!

!!Physiotherapy!

!10!!

!€!1.53!!

!€!1.97!!

!€!0.75!!

!€!
!€!5.65!!

13.78!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!0.85!!

!€!2.21!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Psychiatry!

!4!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Radiology!

!22!!

!€!0.87!!

!€!2.93!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Reference!

!34!!

!€!0.30!!

!€!0.78!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Respiratory!Medicine!

!1!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!!Surgery!

!4!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!€!S!!!!

!
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Discussion)and)Analysis)
Prevalence of apps
The bulk of medical apps (53%) were mainly
designed for healthcare professionals. Within the
professional category, it is not a surprise that
‘medical tools’ (12%) and reference (7%) were the
most common category of apps in the market. But
the prevalence of cardiology (5%) and radiology
(4%) apps is interesting. For the former, there are a
sizeable number of apps focused on the
Echocardiogram while for the latter; it is all about
viewing
DiCom
(Digital
Imaging
and
Communications in Medicine) images on the mobile
phone. Pharmacy apps for professionals (3%) focus
mostly on helping doctors in understanding and
prescribing drugs.
Apps designed for personal health (45%) were
grouped into fewer categories. Many of them can be
described as educational resources (14%) that seek
to tap into the public’s obsession with bodily welfare
19
. There were 58 apps (12%) that provide a sort of
diary for users to track various aspects of their
health. About 6% of the apps are for women affairs,
trying to help women manage their fertility and
pregnancy records. There were a surprisingly high
number of apps that claim to help people to sleep.
These were the main components of the ‘therapy’
category (4% of total). Also, 3% of the apps are
pharmacy services, reflecting the attraction of
Italians to services that can enable them to locate or
interact with their nearest pharmacy.
Seven apps were aimed at animal owners, offering
them assistance on how to take care of their animals
or providing veterinary services
Popularity of apps
There are no surprises in the app categories that have
achieved the most downloads. The mean values
show this to be Emergency Assistance, Women’s
Health and Reference, each with over a mean
175,000 number of downloads.
But as the median values show, the reality is slightly
different. The presence of blockbuster apps with
millions of downloads have skewed the mean value
for most of these categories. Accordingly, the
median values show that no category achieves
©JOURNAL)OF)MOBILE)TECHNOLOGY)IN)MEDICINE)
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download volumes of over 30,000 (an interval of
10,000 – 50,000 on the Android market).
Using the median values, the most popular apps are
those for Body Care, Women’s Health and
Reference.
Ratings of apps
If rating is used as a proxy for quality, it is
commendable that the average ratings of the apps
were 3.9/5 (mean) and 4.1/5(median). The lowest
median rating of 3.5 was recorded for Histology
although the sample size for it is too small to make
any reasonable conclusion. Accordingly, it is
plausible to regard Body Care (median rating of 3.7
and mean rating of 3.6), as the lowest rated category
with a decent sample size.
User engagement with apps
Expectedly, the number of reviews matches closely
the volume of downloads for each app category.
Using the mean data, Emergency Assistance,
Women’s Health and Reference apps received the
most number of reviews. The median data says
otherwise although it mostly skews the data to give a
better performance for categories with small
samples.
Price of apps
Contrary to popular opinion about how much money
apps make, the reality is that most apps would need
to be given away for free – 77% in this case. While
the mean data gives an idea of how prices vary, the
median data shows that on average, apps in only
three categories (Anatomy, Infectious Disease,
Pediatrics) can be expected to be sold for money.
Concerns about medical apps
While some of the papers cited above refer to how
healthcare practitioners use apps, there is a wider
question of whether these apps offer good value to
professionals at their place of work. Are these apps
necessary, and are they simply replicating existing
data? For the general public, many of the apps
purport to provide information that is already
available online. It thus begs the question whether
these apps even necessary.
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But the
! much bigger problem occurs when apps
make medical claims, which can pose serious public
health safety issue as well. For example, while
several of these apps suggest they can be used for
activities that would have required medical training
and supervision, they do not have any official
approval. Although some developers try to
circumvent this concern by incorporating
disclaimers, there is growing research, especially at
John Hopkins University, and official interest, led by
the US FDA, into medical apps 20 - 22.
However, any official clampdown may struggle to
achieve its aims without stifling innovation. Mobile
apps are intangible, software products and will thus
prove difficult to police, just like websites. The
alternative of leaning on app market owners such as
Apple or Google to vet medical claims is feasible,
but risks a consumer backlash. A middle way might
be for authorities to provide guidelines on evidencebased/best-practice approach to app development for
the healthcare sector. The public will then be
encouraged to always evaluate any healthcare app
based on the guidelines.
Future studies
Apps only debuted in the market in its current
format in 2008 and so research into mobile apps in
general, and healthcare apps in particular, are just
starting. Future research should seek to include
Apple’s appstore (because of its preeminence) and
other emerging app markets such as Microsoft’s.
Greater proliferation and use of smartphones and
apps means there are many opportunities to look at
how healthcare practitioners, in different healthcare
systems, are using apps. Likewise, concerns about
public safety will present fertile grounds for future
research on mobile apps.

Conclusion
Apps are playing an increasing role in healthcare
delivery and also for the training of healthcare
practitioners. This review of the top, consecutive
500 ‘medical’ apps in the Italian Android market
shows that a majority of the apps are designed for
healthcare professionals. On the average, a typical
medical app will be downloaded 3,000 times,
reviewed 16 times, rated 4.1/5 and given away for
free. While there are many benefits to society from
medical apps, there are also concerns so as not to
endanger healthcare delivery or jeopardize public
health and safety.
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The Use of Generic Mobile Devices in
Operating Proprietary Medical Devices –
Example from a Case Report of Vagal Nerve
Stimulation Therapy
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Nowadays, there is an increasing use of mobile phones as a part of telemedicine to aid in the
management of various health conditions. There are numerous reports of using mobile phones as a tool
for sending and receiving short text message (SMS) in medicine. Aside from keeping patients
continuously in touch with their health care providers, mobile phones can also be a useful tool for
providing doctors with valuable information. A useful adjunct of many mobile phones is its ability to
take clinical pictures.
In this study we present a case series where mobile phone photos taken by the patient were later used to
aid in the diagnosis and management of various maxillofacial conditions.!
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Introduction)
This article begins with a case report illustrating the
use of a generic mobile device in operating a
proprietary medical device – the vagal nerve
stimulation (VNS) therapy, used in the treatment of
refractory epilepsy.

Case)
Mr AP is a 20-year old man with an intellectual
disability who suffers from intractable epilepsy since
8 years of age. He experiences brief atonic events
very frequently. In addition to this, his seizure
pattern consists of more prolonged generalised
tonic-clonic seizures 2 – 3 times per week, and
awake tonic events 2 – 4 times per week.
Despite trialling multiple anti-epileptic medications,
his seizures remain poorly controlled and was
progressively worsening over the past few years. His
latest regimen was a combination of sodium
valproate 550 mg, clonazepam 0.5 mg twice daily,
and phenytoin 260 mg. An MRI scan showed
©JOURNAL)OF)MOBILE)TECHNOLOGY)IN)MEDICINE)
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generalised cerebral atrophy and peri-ventricular
heteropia without any surgically amenable lesions.
Hence, his treating neurologist agreed to a trial of
vagal nerve stimulation therapy. The procedure was
carried out by the Austin Hospital neurosurgical
team under general anaesthesia.
Vagal Nerve Stimulation
Vagal nerve stimulation (VNS) is recognised as an
adjunctive therapy for treatment-resistant epilepsy,
used in more than 60,000 patients worldwide 1. The
instrument is currently produced solely by
Cyberonics, Inc. and consists of a pulse generator,
which is placed in a surgically-created subcutaneous
pocket in the left upper chest or anterior axillary
fold. The generator delivers stimulation to the
afferent fibres of the left vagus nerve via an
electrode wrapped around the nerve in the cervical
region. Though the exact mechanism of antiepileptic action of VNS is not fully understood, it is
likely to be related to effects on the thalamus and
other limbic structures 2. VNS has been shown to
result in median seizure reduction rates of
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approximately
45% at 12 months, with some
!
evidence of continued improvement in seizure
control over time 2-5. Greater seizure control is
achieved on higher stimulation settings, but this also
increases the risks of side effects from the therapy.
The side effects are mainly stimulation-related,
including dysphonia (up to 66% of patients), cough
(45%), throat pain (28%), and headaches (24%).
They are generally well-tolerated, tend to improve
over time, and mostly resolve with decreased
intensity of stimulation 3, 6.
VNS – Procedure
VNS therapy consists of a number of components
including: (1) pulse generator, (2) electrode leads,
(3) programming wand, and (4) handheld computer
with installed software.
The pulse generator (Pulse Model 102 Generator) is
an implantable, multi-programmable generator that
is housed in a titanium case and powered by a single
battery. It is responsible for delivering stimulating
electric currents via a bipolar electrical lead (Model
302) to the vagus nerve (see Fig 1).

Figure 2: Programming of the VNS therapy device using
the Programming Wand and handheld computer 8

In this case, the computer used was a Dell Axim X5
handheld computer, a member of Dell’s line of
Windows Mobile-powered Pocket PC devices with a
retail price starting at $279. As it has no intrinsic
Internet connectivity, software updating is
performed via compact flash 9.

Discussion)
Increasingly, companies are using general-purpose
mobile or handheld devices in the market to operate
their medical devices. The versatility of generic
mobile devices, as reflected by the number and
diversity of mobile applications or “apps” available
in the technology market 10, allows them to function
as control tools for proprietary medical devices,
given the proper software to connect to the medical
devices. There are two main advantages to this
approach, rather than creating custom-built control
devices for new medical products.
Figure 1: VNS therapy device 7

Once implanted, the pulse generator is programmed
by the Model 250 Programming Software, which is
loaded onto either a laptop or handheld computer
dedicated only to programming the VNS Therapy
System. A programming wand (NeuroCybernetic
Prosthesis Programming Wand, Model 201)
connected to the handheld computer via a cable
serves as the interface with which to interrogate the
pulse generator and modify stimulation parameters 6
(see Fig 2).
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Firstly, it reduces cost to the company. It is likely to
be cheaper to reprogram an existing mobile device
for the use of a specialist purpose such as VNS
therapy than to design a new de-novo device. There
is a wide range of low cost mobile devices in the
market today with sufficient capabilities to be used
in operating medical devices, such as the IPod
Touch (RRP starting at $219), and various Androidbased phones from companies such as HTC (One V
$204, Desire $264), Samsung (Galaxy Ace 2 $240),
Nokia (Lumia 800 $260), and Sony Ericson (Xperia
$263) (www.shopbot.com.au).
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More !importantly, given clinician familiarity with
current mobile technology especially smartphones 11,
producing medical devices that can be operated by
existing smartphones can increase the usability of
the device and will allow more clinicians to adopt it
into clinical practice. Many such medical devices
are already emerging in the market. Healthmonitoring devices that interface with smartphones,
for instance, are gaining ground in the routine
provision of healthcare. These include blood
pressure monitors, blood sugar level (BSL) monitors
12
, and foetal monitors 13. Other mobile-equivalents
of traditional devices are also making inroads into
medical practice including digital stethoscopes 14,
mobile ultrasound probes 15, eye assessment tools 16,
and mobile electro-cardiograms (ECGs) 17. The use
of familiar mobile platforms to operate these
medical devices provides clinicians with the ease of
access to utilise these emerging technologies.
The disadvantages to this option, however, also need
to be carefully considered. The use of reprogrammed
mobile devices in medicine is dependent on a range
of technical issues, such as software stability,
compatibility, and device connectivity. For example,
the handheld computer used in the VNS therapy
failed once during the procedure due to softwarerelated issues. While this did not result in significant
adverse outcomes for either the surgery or the
patient, the failure of a device during a higher risk or
time-critical procedure can be of significant concern.
Another consideration is that there may be greater
cost savings to the company if purpose-built
computer devices are produced at scale, especially
for more widely used medical products. For
example, integrating and streamlining software and
hardware production can be a cheaper option than
acquiring the components separately. Prices of
mobile devices in the market often include
additional costs for marketing, advertising, postage
and handling. Softwares that are developed for
existing mobile platforms may require additional
testing for device compatibility and stability, thus
potentially increasing the production time and cost.
Connectivity
Connectivity is also another important issue to
consider in the use of mobile technologies to operate
medical devices.
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Figure 3: Cable connection between the Dell Axim X5 to
the programming wand

The handheld computer in the VNS Therapy was
connected to the programming wand via a cable. The
obvious downside of this approach is that it adds
bulk to the device, creates potentials for safety
hazards, and also becomes potential points for
connection failure (see Fig 3). The lack of Internet
connectivity also makes it more difficult to perform
software updates, and the collation of data for
monitoring and auditing purposes is potentially more
cumbersome.
The upside of the lack of connectivity is that there is
greater device security. There is increasing security
concerns of wireless medical devices in terms of
data and patient safety. Recent safety issues have
been raised around vulnerabilities in such devices,
allowing them to be “hacked”, and even controlled
remotely by those with sufficient technical skill and
proficiency.
This can prove disastrous when
sensitive devices such as insulin pumps and cardiac
pacemakers are involved 18, 19. The added benefits of
having Internet connectivity obviously need to be
balanced out with potential security risks.

Conclusion)
In summary, there is an emerging market for
medical devices operated by existing mobile
devices. There are advantages to the healthcare
sector in terms of familiarity with the mobile devices
being used. Concurrently, there are also potential
issues that need to be addressed in terms of technical
performance and security risks.
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The first step is to conduct a critical appraisal of
existing literature relevant to the research question
The rapid rise of mobile smartphones has brought
with it a proliferation of new software applications
(“apps”) that assist the owner with a vast array of new
information and tools.
Those in the medical
community have seen a dramatic rise in apps designed
to aid them in their medical practice, and these mobile
medical apps have the potential to revolutionize the
practice of medicine.1
Nevertheless, the Food and Drug Administration
(“FDA”) has not yet resolved how it intends to
regulate all mobile medical apps. This regulatory
uncertainty impedes the development of innovate
medical apps and slows the adoption of useful apps by
the medical community. Physicians may even be
scared to utilize these apps to their fullest capability
due to a fear that these medical apps are unreliable
and have not been vetted.
This article will provide an overview of the current
regulatory regime for mobile medical apps under FDA
law and regulations so that medical app developers are
able to navigate the complex regulatory environment
and so that practitioners can understand the status of
the software that they depend upon.2 Additionally,
this article will provide a brief update regarding recent
actions that could have an effect on the mobile
medical apps market.

I.)

Regulation)of)Medical)Devices)

The main regulatory issue facing many mobile
medical apps is whether these programs would be
regulated as medical devices. Under FDA law,
medical devices face a variety of regulatory and
procedural hurdles in order to be sold.3
First, certain medical devices must be pre-approved
by FDA before they can enter the market. FDA
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classifies medical devices as Class I, Class II, or Class
III devices with regulatory requirements increasing for
a higher classification. Class I devices may be
marketed without first obtaining pre-market
notification or approval from the FDA. Class II
devices must generally provide premarket notification
to the FDA under a 510(k). Class III devices
generally must obtain pre-approval from the FDA
under a Pre-Market Approval (“PMA”) before they
can be marketed.4
Second, medical device manufacturers must comply
with a variety of procedural requirements regarding
how the product is produced as well as comply with
providing FDA with information regarding the
production of the medical device and its effects.
These requirements include: (1) requiring a company
to register the establishment where the medical device
is produced; (2) requiring that the company list their
medical device with FDA; (3) requiring that the
company follow all Quality System Requirements
(“QSRs”) that dictate how devices should be
produced; and (4) requiring that the company report
adverse events associated with the medical device
according to Medical Device Reporting (“MDR”)
requirements.
Lastly, FDA law generally prohibits the sale of any
medical device that could be considered adulterated or
misbranded. An adulterated medical device would
include a medical device that was not manufactured in
conformance with performance standards while a
misbranded medical device is a device that has
labeling that is false or misleading.5
Because those products that are not classified as
medical devices do not need to meet costly
requirements, the determination of whether a medical
app is classified as a medical device can greatly
impact the development of the product.
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II.)

!FDA)Guidance)on)Medical)Mobile)Apps)

In response to the demand for more information on
whether FDA would classify a mobile medical app as
a medical device, FDA issued a draft guidance
document on July 21, 2011.6 While FDA’s Guidance
documents are usually not binding on the agency as
final agency action, the guidance often provides
insight into the agency’s enforcement position on
controversial matters.
In this Guidance, FDA defines a mobile medical app
as “a mobile app that meets the definition of ‘device’
[under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
(“FFDCA”)]; and either is used as an accessory to a
regulated medical device; or transforms a mobile
platform into a regulated medical device.”[2, p7]
FDA specifically excluded those companies that just
distribute mobile medical apps but do not engage in
the manufacturing of apps, e.g., Apple with its iTunes
store, from being subject to medical device
regulations.[2, p9]
In this guidance document, FDA discusses how it
would determine how to classify a mobile medical
app. FDA stated that it will determine whether a
mobile app is a medical device based on the “intended
use” of the app.[2, p9] This determination is based on
the “intended use” because the FFDCA defines a
medical device as a device that is “intended… for use
in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or
prevention of disease in man or other animals
intended or to affect the structure or any function of
the body of man or other animals."7 Thus, the claims
that a company makes about its mobile app can
determine whether it will be regulated as a medical
device.
In determining the intended use of the app, the FDA
will take into account the labeling claims, advertising
materials, and statement by the manufacturer or its
representatives.[2, p8] The intended use of an app can
be determined from explicit as well as implied claims.
FDA stated in its guidance that certain apps would be
considered outside the scope of a mobile medical app
and that FDA would not take enforcement action
against these products.[2, p12] Those mobile medical
apps that FDA excluded from regulating as medical
devices included the following: (1) mobile apps that
are merely electronic copies of medical textbooks or
reference materials; (2) mobile apps that are solely
used to track or make decisions regarding general
health and wellness and not related to a specific
disease (i.e., dietary tracking logs); (3) mobile apps
that automate general office operations like medical
billing or appointments; (4) mobile apps that are of
general use but not marketed for a specific medical
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use (e.g., a magnifying glass app that does not make
any claims for using the app for a medical purpose);
and (5) mobile apps that operate like an electronic
health record system.[2, p10-11]
FDA also stated that it would consider some apps to
clearly be medical devices and that FDA intends to
regulate these apps. These mobile apps include the
following: (1) mobile apps that are an extension of
other medical devices and are used to control the
original medical device; (2) mobile apps that are used
with attachments that have the functionality of
currently regulated medical devices (e.g., a mobile
app and an attachment that acts as a blood glucose
meter); (3) mobile apps that allow the user to input
specific patient information and output a specific
diagnosis or treatment recommendation for clinicians
(e.g., a questionnaire that is used to help diagnosis a
patient); (4) mobile apps that help display and
transmit medical device data in its original format;
and (5) mobile apps that create alarms,
recommendations, or new information by interpreting
medical device data.[2, p13-14]
Even though FDA has stated that it is taking
enforcement discretion to refrain from regulating
some of these mobile medical apps as medical
devices, the Agency did state that it recommended
that all manufacturers of mobile medical apps should
follow FDA’s QSRs.[2, p12] FDA also stated that the
majority of failures related to medical apps were due
to a failure to validate the software.[2, p12-13]
FDA also acknowledged that there were some areas
that it had not yet resolved how to regulate. For
example, FDA normally requires that accessories to
medical devices must meet the same requirement as
those associated with the original medical device.
Nevertheless in its draft guidance, FDA stated that
there are mobile medical apps that are designed to
work with existing medical devices that should not be
regulated under the same classification (e.g., an
accessory that merely displayed data gathered from
another medical device). FDA has sought input from
industry regarding how it should deal with these types
of accessories.[2, p14]
Additionally, FDA
acknowledged that it would later address in a separate
document how to regulate those mobile medical apps
intended to “analyze, process, or interpret medical
device data (electronically collected or manually
entered) from more than one medical device.”[2, p15]
FDA is expected to release a final revised version of
this guidance by the end of the 2012.8
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III.) !Other)Developments)Affecting)Mobile)
Medical)Apps)
A. FTC Guidance on Mobile Apps
The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) is generally
responsible for ensuring that no company is able to
promote a product in a way that is considered false or
misleading, and the FTC closely regulates the claims
made regarding medical products. Because the FTC
regulates advertising of medical products, the FDA
and the FTC work together to ensure that their
regulations of the medical industry are consistent.
The FTC recently published its own guidance
document discussing restrictions on marketing mobile
apps titled “Marketing Your Mobile App”.9
In this document, the FTC stated that all objective
claims regarding a mobile app must be supported by
“competent and reliable evidence.” Additionally, if an
app claims to provide a health benefit, then you need
competent and reliable “scientific” evidence to
support that benefit claim. The FTC cited the
enforcement action it recently took against the
developer of a mobile medical app that was claiming
that its app could help treat acne through colored
lights emitted from the smartphones as an example
where there was no scientific evidence to support the
claim made by the app developer.10
Lastly, FTC stated that apps must disclose key
information to the user in a clear and conspicuous
manner and ensure that the app protects the user’s
privacy.
B. Recent legislative efforts
While this article describes the current status of
regulation for mobile medical apps, it is important to
note that this area is currently in a state of flux while
the major participants try to finalize how this area will
be regulated.
For example, one member of Congress has proposed
to introduce legislation to create a new office within
FDA to focus solely on regulating Medical Mobile
Apps. Rep. Mike Honda, a Democrat member of the
House of Representatives that represents a district in
California, has proposed the “Healthcare Innovation
and Marketplace Technologies Act” (“HIMTA”), a
bill that would force FDA to create an Office of
Mobile Health that would provide recommendations
regarding the development of mobile medical apps.11
Rep. Honda stated that he was introducing this bill
because the current healthcare system worked against
small-to-large startup entrepreneurs.12
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While this legislation has not been formerly
introduced into Congress, it is still important for
mobile medical app developers to be aware of the
activities in Congress.
C. FDASIA Report
Under Section 618 of the Food and Drug
Administration
Safety
and
Innovation
Act
(“FDASIA”), Congress required Health and Human
Services to create a report that discusses in part how
to regulate mobile medical apps under an appropriate
risk-based framework. The law requires that the
Secretary of Health and Human Services post a report
that
contains
a
“proposed
strategy
and
recommendations on an appropriate, risk-based
regulatory framework pertaining to health information
technology, including mobile medical applications,
which promote innovation, protects patient safety, and
avoids regulatory duplication.”13 The Secretary can
convene a working group of stakeholders and experts
to provide recommendations regarding the report, but
the Secretary has not convened this panel at this time.
This report is required to be published by January
2014.
D. HIPAA restrictions
Mobile medical app developers should also ensure
that their products do not violate any provisions of the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(“HIPAA”) that protects the disclosure of certain
health related information. In general, an application
used by patients will not fall under HIPAA because
there is no covered entity involved. Nevertheless, any
medical app that handles sensitive patient information
should review the laws and regulations on handling
patient health care information to ensure that they
comply with all applicable requirements.

Conclusion)
Mobile medical apps will certainly continue to grow
as technology enables patients and doctors to connect
to an ever growing network of information and
complex analysis. FDA should continue to use a riskbased approach to ensure that certain mobile apps are
considered to be outside FDA’s regulatory framework
while other apps that have more of a direct impact on
patient health are regulated like medical devices.
While it is important for government entities to take
the correct approach when regulating these mobile
apps, it is also important that private organizations
support the growth of these products. Hospitals,
health care organizations, non-profit institutions, and
physician associations should help foster the growth
of mobile medical apps by creating private standards
and quality control mechanisms outside of
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government
requirements. The sooner that reliable
!
institutions can provide a system for vetting and
supporting valuable mobile medical apps, the sooner
mobile medical apps will become a vital part of health
care institutions.
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